[Mechanical energy expenditure on human movement and the anthropomorphic mechanism].
Mechanical energy expenditures of the man and anthropomorphic locomotion machine during movement are compared theoretically. Sources of the mechanical energy affecting movement of human's lower extremity are modelled by 8 muscles, 3 of which are the two-joint muscles. The model of the lower extremity of anthropomorphic locomotion machine is moved by joint moments. It was shown that in the same movement the model of the human lower extremity can spend less mechanical energy than that of the model of the anthropomorphic locomotion machine. It is caused by the presence of two-joint muscles in the first model. Such an economy of mechanical energy expenditures realized by the two-joint muscle is possible at simultaneous execution of three conditions: 1) signs of the muscle powers, which are produced by that muscle at both joints, are opposite; 2) moments produced by that muscle at each of both joints have the same direction with the joint moments at these joints; 3) one-joint antagonistic muscles are not active. An expression which makes it possible to estimate the mechanical energy savings by the two-joint muscles during humans' movement was developed.